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Image not available to aColour: Jump to content Are you looking for one of the best badminton rackets below 3000? Are you willing to have the most exceptional badminton racket that can improve your game? You are selecting one of the best badminton rackets under Rs. 3000 is not as easy a task as it seems to be.
Because it's not just the price you should be careful about, you need to take care of the quality and comfort of the player as well, so one can have better play. The priorities for different characteristics and installations of a badminton racket are completely different for different people. The only thing that makes it similar to
all of these is the improvement of the game you are offering out there. We are often confused with the so many options provided there in the market, helping you in the same as we are providing you here with different badminton racket brands with the best features involved and comes under Rs. 3000. 1) Senston N80
Single Badminton Badminton Graphite Racquet check the current price When we talk about one of the best badminton rackets below 3000, Senston N80 Single Graphite Badminton High Grade Badminton Racket is one of the main names buzzing around our heads. Building from graphite and a built-in T-joint this
badminton racket is a pure example of strength and stability that comes out in such a reliable package. This means you can now perform faster and more powerful while polishing your skills as well. Uploading invariant color options this badminton racket looks amazing and fashionable that well fits your style needs.
Provides more strength and stability High quality racquet Available in many color variants 2) Senston 2 Badminton Player Racket Set Carbon Shaft Racket Check Current Price Climbing to the list of one of the best badminton rackets less than 3000, Sensation 2 Player Badminton Racket is the name that is great to use
for both beginners and professional players. It is one of the lightweight badminton rackets present on the market that can be immensely used by cooler people and children over 10 years old to improve their performance while playing along with it for a longer duration. High Precision Control Performance Perfect for
Beginners Light Value for Money Not Recommended for Professional Players 3) Apacs Finapi 232 Graphite Finapi 232 Badminton Racket Check Current Price It's designed perfectly suited for offensive players, it's another of the best badminton rackets under 3000 on the market. This badminton is an excellent source of
technology that improves its gameplay along with power and more control on the court. This racket is exceptionally lightweight which makes it a lot easier around the wrist to create some powerful and precise features. You can easily keep your opponent on the back foot just by using this robust and triple speed system
framework. Light medium light Good axis for an intermediate or advanced player Has a stiffer axis, which is not good for a beginner 4) Apacs Finapi 8 Black Badminton Racket Check Current Price Coming up in the unstrung section, is another of the most excellent badminton rackets below 3000 that offers game
improvement along with the presence of high voltage 28 to 35 pounds The player can effectively play some quickly driven shots due to the presence of high rope voltage. To offer badminton rackets, a decrease in air resistance from the head of the aero-wide body is being used. Excellent build quality Even balanced
rackets are perfect for beginners Available at a reasonable rate 5) Thrax Rapid Z 105 84Gms Weight 26lb Badminton Racket Check Current price Adding to each other's best badminton racket below 3000 on the list, Thrax Rapid z 105 is a name that, of course, is well known for being the most durable. The flexible shaft
with heavy balance makes it very easy to create convincing, freehand shots to make your opponent on the back foot. Durable Flexible If used as a precaution can last for years It is not suitable for players 6) Victor Arrow Power 6000 Check the current price Next name on the list, Victor Arrow Power 6000 is an ideal
badminton racket for beginners and professional badminton players. Badminton racket is being formed of NanoTech technology that allows it to evenly circulate weight and therefore ensures users have some performances full of energy. If we talk about construction, the power framework assures you that. Now you can
easily enjoy the powerful smashing experience along with accurate features, only with the help of this beautiful product. Good rope tension Recommended for experienced players Comes with a more robust build quality 7) Thrax Streak X102 Check current price It is another of the best badminton rackets in the series and
a well-known brand also offering you a better performance in a short period. Coming with Japanese graphite modules, this badminton racket is a great choice for enjoying healthy and better performance while practicing on the net for longer hours. The badminton racket allows players to send some full and precise return
hit each time the shuttle reaches it. Lightweight Durable Material Easier swing Beginners shouldn't go for this racket 8) Yonex Muscle Power 29 Lite Badminton Racket Check current price Whether you're a professional player or a beginner for badminton game, Yonex Muscle Power 29 Lite Badminton Racket is the
perfect badminton racket that can be used to improve your game. Keep your opponent on footy now and enjoy the game to the full with the help of this amazing racket Along with the presence of aluminum alloy construction, it is one of the best lightweight options that can be quickly rotated around the wrist wrist Make
some powerful weights. Good for all game levels Available in many sharp maneuverability design variants A little on the heavier side Buying guide for the best sub 3000 badminton racket Here are some of the key factors that you should consider while buying the best badminton racket for yourself. Badminton Skills
Racket Balance Racquet Balance means the same as the weight distribution of the racket. Badminton rackets are classified at their equilibrium point, and are heavy on the head, lighthouse, and even balanced. Heavy head rackets are good for advanced players as it helps in the execution of powerful breaks. Lighthouse
rackets aim for maneuverability and speed. Facilitates fast movements. As the name suggests, even balanced rackets have weight distributed evenly across the racket and gives a balance between power, control and speed. It provides flexibility and is recommended for beginners. Go for a balance of rackets that suits
your style and skills. Flexibility The shaft of a badminton racket is rigid or flexible. Flexible axes provide more power but less control. It gives easy access to defend breaks and is considered good for beginners. Stiffer axles provide maximum control, but need stronger swings; that's why it's good for players who have
advanced level knowledge and refined techniques. Ropes Badminton racket strings can also be considered as an important factor for many players. If you know your level playing field, then you should consider rope tension before buying a racket. Greater rope tension will lead to a smaller sweet spot. This would help put
more strength in the shot. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 1) Which badminton racket is good for regular players? 2) Why is badminton racket weight one of the important factors? Badminton rackets are skipped in weight categories and are usually denoted as U. It is advisable to go for a racket that suits your
badminton skills and technique. Beginners can go for a racket that is light or balanced as it would provide an equal amount of power and control and let the player maneuver easily. Heavier badminton rackets are ideal for professional players who have refined techniques and hit powerful weights. 3) What is the flexibility
of a badminton racket? A badminton racket that has a flexible axis allows a player more power and maintains control and speed. Flexible badminton rackets are good for beginners or entry-level players. On the other hand, snowshoes with a rigid axis are good for advanced badminton or experts, as they help with the
execution of powerful features with technique and precision. He also has badminton rackets with a medium stiff axis, which helps a player who is still developing his badminton skill to improve his techniques and movements. Conclusion So friends! These are one of the best rackets of less than 3000 price tags. Coming
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